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INTRODUCTION 

How can we feel suspense through the viewing of something fictional, through story and experiences not of our 

own? This essay examines the question of how the Master of Suspense, Alfred Hitchcock, visually guides viewers 

in order to create suspense in films such as “The Pleasure Garden,” “The Lodger,” “Strangers on a Train” and 

“Psycho”.'

Suspense is exciting, daring, enticing, addictive and entertaining. Suspense is the feeling of uncertainty and 

tension about the outcome of certain actions. An audience feels suspense when they are aware of the 

circumstances of a scenario but unable to interfere or have control of any of the results; they are left to 

uncertainty. Questions are raised regarding why audiences enjoy the thrills of suspense, why we are so 

entertained by its effect and stimulation. In the Arts, it is a challenge to create suspense; it requires the 

understanding of suspense and the understanding of human psychology. Through the compelling visual 

storytelling and composition, Alfred Hitchcock communicates suspense through audience manipulation. The 

analyses of some of Hitchcock's pictures (The Pleasure Garden, The Lodger, Strangers on a Train and Psycho) 

reveal how he utilizes this artistic medium to achieve audience manipulation. Visual filmic elements such as 

composition, color, motifs and innovative techniques were major tools that Hitchcock employed to manipulate 

his audiences; he did not just achieve this in one film but many. The components in the early films in The 

Pleasure Garden and The Lodger were still reflected and apparent in later films such as Strangers on a Train 

and Psycho. Many gothic elements in Psycho allow its viewers to look at the film from more exceptional 

perspectives and go through catharsis. These films showed that the details that Hitchcock has considered were 

effective in their purpose of stimulation. As an auteur, Hitchcock was able to construct his scenes with 

scrutiny, and these pictures have created suspense through specific planning and critical thinking that were 

purposefully aimed at provoking the experience for the audience through visual means - a skill that Hitchcock 

has experimented and excelled with. 

Alfred Hitchcock is considered an inspiring director in cinema history for the deep emotional guidance 

with his audience and his career as an auteur in his films. When I watched his movies for the first time, the 

way the plot develops and unravels astonished me; the tension built arouses your consciousness and gives you 

goose bumps. The way he engaged his audience and built suspense is fascinating and intriguing; he would leave 

his audience with emotional thrills. His influence on contemporary films is evident in films such as Eagle Eye 

(2008), Source Code (2011) and Shutter Island (2010), where 'Hitchcockian' elements are involved such as 

observation, mystery and loss of identity. This research essay will analyze some of Alfred Hitchcock's most 

influential pictures including The Pleasure Garden (l 925), The Lodger: A Story of the London Fog (1927), 

Strangers on a Train (1951) and Psycho (1963). Through the analysis of these films that were released over 

time, we can evaluate how Alfred Hitchcock created suspense through the visual language of film. His creative 

ability was pioneering for his time; moreover, influential in contemporary films. 
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Good analysis of this part of the film.

Good use of 
critical 
research, 
followed by 
good 
analysis on 
the part of 
the student.
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Not only is this an example of good 
analysis, it sets the tone for further 
discussion relevant to the essay question.
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Interesting observations and commentary, but it would 
have been better if the candidate had referred more 
clearly to research into some of the elements of 
Expressionism. Since it is mentioned, a side-by-side 
comparison of Munch's The Scream with the above-
mentioned film still would also have been helpful.
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THE AMERICAN FILMS FROM THE 1950s ONWARDS 

Strangers on a Train (1951) 

Strangers on a Train (1951) is a film produced by Hitchcock when he is well settled in 

America. By the 1950s, Hitchcock has further advanced his style in his thrillers. However, 

Strangers on a Train is probably one of his most notable works with its central theme, 

characters, plot, and visual elements, it was another masterpiece by Hitchcock. 

The film sparks off with the meeting of two strangers Guy Haines (Farley Granger) and 

Bruno Anthony (Robert Walker) on a train. Their meeting led to Bruno proposing a deal of 

exchanging murders, thus led to the introduction of the theme of crisscrossing, or 'doubles'. 

Guy rejects his proposal but Bruno carries on 

with it. The interference of Bruno in Guy's life 

poses issues for Guy. In the end, Bruno gets 

killed by the carousel in the amusement park 

holding the key evidence to Guy's innocence. 

Hitchcock's visual composition and use of 

motifs are evident. The lighter shown in Figure 

8 is the main evidence that could be used to Figure 8: Guy Haines' lighter in Strangers on a Train (1951) 

prove Guy's innocence or guilt. This object was introduced at the first meeting of the two 

men. The crisscross of the tennis racket symbolizes the main theme of crisscrossing and 

doubles. Moreover, it also suggests a spark for evil and misdeeds. This is where Bruno 

suggests the crisscross murder, and this is where Guy's life drastically altered and darkened. 

In addition, the idea that Bruno is the alter ego of Guy is apparent as well. Although Bruno's 

proposal is ridiculous and villainous, Guy knows that he will benefit :from these murders. 
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This 
description 
of the film is 
somewhat 
clumsily 
handled.
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murders like love scenes, and film your love scenes like murders. " 16 This scene, shown by 

Figure 10, is an excellent example echoing this quote. Without knowing that Bruno is strangling 

Miriam, we can look at the scene and say this could be a love scene; a scene that involves two 

characters at an intimate distance with just as much emotional tension as a pair of lovers would 

have. Hitchcock's visual composition and storytelling in this film heightens the audience's 

emotional tension and suspense. The audience's dramatic irony of Bruno's intention allowed 

suspense, and that suspense is further enhanced through the use of shadows and reflections. 

Pyscho (1963) 

"We all go a little mad sometimes. Haven't you?" - Norman Bates (Anthony Perkins) 

Psycho, is probably Hitchcock's most popular thriller. This film was an influential film not 

only in the thriller/suspense film geme, but also in the horror geme. It marked the impact of 

Hitchcock's filmmaking. The film follows the story of a woman, Marion Crane (Janet Leigh) 

in her 20s. Due to her desperation, she ran away with the $40000 that her boss asked her to 

bank. Her running away led her to Bate's Motel where Norman Bates (Anthony Perkins) was 

introduced. She stays the night but apparently Normans psychotic mother comes in to murder 

Marion in the bathroom. Later, the investigating detective, unfortunately, ended in the same 

way - by getting killed by the Mother. Towards the end, with a twist, we find out through 

Marion s sister, Lila, that Norman Bates was actually psychotic and responsible for these 

murders. 

Psycho surely presents itself like a gothic tale with its abundance of mirrors. Mirrors and 

reflections are seen repeatedly throughout the whole film. This gothic prop not only suggests 

split and dual-personalities but also the idea of self-awareness and the reflection of self- 

conscience. Marion reflection in mirrors were seen when she is carrying out and deciding 

upon misdeeds. The audience sees her through the reflection in the hotel mirrors when she 

decides to 
16 Alfred Hitchcock: Quotes. n.d. IMDb. Website. September 2013. 
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This discussion of the relationship between mirrors and moral dilemmas is quite good and 
potentially indicates an excellent link between analysis and discussion. In order to achieve higher 
marks, it would have helped to have clear evidence of how the discussion links with the 
candidate’s research of critical sources. 
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Giving one example like this of how one famous director has 
consciously paid tribute to another great director does not 
really show how Hitchcock has influenced contemporary 
cinema. This section does not, however, significantly distract 
from the main argument of the essay.
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CONCLUSION 

The visual elements that lie within Alfred Hitchcock's first film can still be seen in his last 

few films. The use of composition in The Pleasure Garden and characters can echo those of his 

latter films. Hitchcock's use of his visual contents strongly impacts the experience of his 

audience. His innovative camera composition from the 1920s could still be seen in films in the 

50s and 60s. The angled opening shot and harsh shadows in The Lodger show Hitchcock's idea 

of expressionism. Darkness and shadows is also further portrayed in Strangers on a Train where 

the character, Bruno, is a symbol for evil. There is one scene where, the shadow of a gate is 

printed on Bruno, suggesting darkness, evil or even restriction like a jail. Visually, these films 

stimulated the engagement and emotional experience of the audience, not only through the build 

of tension and suspense, but also the use of significant visual elements such as color and 

composition. In Psycho, certain scenes were presented and expressed in a perspective that 

allowed the audience to question their own morals and conflicting dilemmas. The use of motifs 

such as mirror-split personalities demonstrates Hitchcock's audience manipulation. His 

filmmaking was not only pioneering for his time but also influential for contemporary films, as 

evinced by the connection between Psycho and Shutter Island by Martin Scorsese. His idea of 

suspense is composed through very intimate connection with the human emotion - how to 

surprise it, how to terrify it, how to manipulate it, and he has mastered this skill as 

exemplified by his films. In many ways, he has successfully utilized the visual language to 

master the art of suspense and connect with the human mind. Hitchcock was an auteur who 

made his films with precision and well-planned scenes. 
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Some of the works listed in this bibliography have 
not in fact been clearly cited in the main text.

This is an exercise and that while the analysis and argument are good, for an EE with the criteria this 
would need clearer reference to - and commentary on - critical research.


